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Glial Cell Line-Derived Neurotrophic Factor Family Members
Sensitize Nociceptors In Vitro and Produce Thermal
Hyperalgesia In Vivo
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Nerve growth factor (NGF) has been implicated as an effector of inflammatory pain because it sensitizes primary afferents to noxious
thermal, mechanical, and chemical [e.g., capsaicin, a transient receptor potential vanilloid receptor 1 (TRPV1) agonist] stimuli and
because NGF levels increase during inflammation. Here, we report the ability of glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) family
members artemin, neurturin and GDNF to potentiate TRPV1 signaling and to induce behavioral hyperalgesia. Analysis of capsaicin-
evoked Ca 2� transients in dissociated mouse dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons revealed that a 7 min exposure to GDNF, neurturin, or
artemin potentiated TRPV1 function at doses 10 –100 times lower than NGF. Moreover, GDNF family members induced capsaicin
responses in a subset of neurons that were previously insensitive to capsaicin. Using reverse transcriptase-PCR, we found that artemin
mRNA was profoundly upregulated in response to inflammation induced by hindpaw injection of complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA):
artemin expression increased 10-fold 1 d after CFA injection, whereas NGF expression doubled by day 7. No increase was seen in neurturin
or GDNF. A corresponding increase in mRNA for the artemin coreceptor GFR�3 (for GDNF family receptor �) was seen in DRG, and
GFR�3 immunoreactivity was widely colocalized with TRPV1 in epidermal afferents. Finally, hindpaw injection of artemin, neurturin,
GDNF, or NGF produced acute thermal hyperalgesia that lasted up to 4 h; combined injection of artemin and NGF produced hyperalgesia
that lasted for 6 d. These results indicate that GDNF family members regulate the sensitivity of thermal nociceptors and implicate artemin
in particular as an important effector in inflammatory hyperalgesia.
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Introduction
Nociceptive sensory neurons, those responsive to noxious stim-
uli, are dependent on nerve growth factor (NGF) for survival
during development (Lindsay, 1996; Fundin et al., 1999; Mendell
et al., 1999; Baudet et al., 2000). Nociceptors are absent in mice
lacking NGF (Crowley et al., 1994) or its receptor tyrosine kinase
TrkA (Silos-Santiago et al., 1995), and, in humans, loss-of-
function mutations in the trkA gene cause congenital insensitivity
to pain syndrome (Shatzky et al., 2000). During the perinatal
period, approximately half of these neurons downregulate TrkA
and begin to express Ret, the receptor tyrosine kinase for the
GDNF family of ligands (GFL): GDNF, artemin, and neurturin
(Molliver and Snider, 1997). Signaling by each of the GDNF fam-
ily members also requires a preferred coreceptor glial cell line-

derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) family receptor � 1
(GFR�1) to GFR�3], which binds the GFL and activates Ret.

Although initial studies of sensory neuron growth factors fo-
cused on their importance for developmental survival, we now
know that they also regulate functional properties of sensory neu-
rons (Stucky et al., 1999; Ritter et al., 2001; Albers et al., 2006). In
both rodents and humans, in vivo injection of NGF produces
thermal hypersensitivity within 30 min and mechanical sensitiv-
ity within hours (Lewin et al., 1994; Dyck et al., 1997). In vitro,
NGF sensitizes the transient receptor potential vanilloid type 1
(TRPV1) receptor (Shu and Mendell, 1999a, 2001; Zhu et al.,
2004). TRPV1 is a nonselective cation channel gated by noxious
heat, protons, and vanilloid compounds such as capsaicin (Cate-
rina et al., 1997; Tominaga et al., 1998) and is required for
inflammation-induced heat hyperalgesia (Caterina et al., 2000;
Davis et al., 2000). Under normal conditions, repeated activation
results in progressive desensitization of TRPV1 (tachyphylaxis).
NGF potentiates TRPV1 function, antagonizing or blocking
tachyphylaxis, and is upregulated in the periphery after inflam-
mation; these results lead to the hypothesis that NGF plays a
major role in acute inflammatory hyperalgesia (Shu and Mendell,
1999b).

Several recent reports suggest that GDNF family members
may also modulate thermal sensation. Mice overexpressing arte-
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min in the skin have increased thermal sensitivity and decreased
thermal thresholds in C-fiber nociceptors compared with wild-
type mice (Elitt et al., 2006); increased thermal responsiveness
has also been reported in mice overexpressing NGF (Stucky et al.,
1999). Extensive overlap between TRPV1 and the artemin-
selective coreceptor GFR�3 has been reported in sensory neurons
(Orozco et al., 2001).

This study was designed to test the hypothesis that, like NGF,
GDNF family members acutely sensitize TRPV1 in sensory neu-
rons. We were surprised to find that acute application of artemin,
neurturin, or GDNF induces significant potentiation of TRPV1
function at doses 10 –100 times lower than that effective for NGF.
In addition, artemin mRNA increased rapidly and dramatically
in inflamed skin. Finally, hindpaw injections of artemin or neur-
turin produced acute hyperalgesia lasting up to 4 h, whereas com-
bined injections of NGF and artemin produced heat hyperalgesia
that lasted 6 d. These results indicate that nociceptor responsive-
ness can be regulated by GDNF family members.

Materials and Methods
Cell culture. Six to 8-week-old adult male C57BL/6 mice obtained from
The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME) were used for all experiments.
Mice were given an overdose of Avertin anesthetic and perfused transcar-
dially with 4 o Ca 2�/Mg 2�-free HBSS. All dorsal root ganglia (DRGs)
were rapidly dissected and cleaned in HBSS. Ganglia were dissociated as
described previously (Molliver et al., 2002). Cells were plated in HBSS
containing 5% fetal calf serum and antibiotics (penicillin/streptomycin,
50 U/ml). No additional growth factors were added to the culture me-
dium. Ca 2� imaging was performed 18 –24 h after plating. In several
experiments, TRPV1 knock-out mice were used. These mice were gener-
ously provided by Dr. Michael Caterina (Johns Hopkins University, Bal-
timore, MD). These studies were performed in accordance with the
guidelines of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the
University of Pittsburgh and the National Institutes of Health Guide for
the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

Ca2� imaging. Isolated sensory neurons were loaded with 2 �M fura-2
in HBSS containing 5 mg/ml BSA for 30 min at 37°C and then mounted
on an Olympus Optical (Thornwood, NY) upright microscope stage with
constantly flowing buffer at 5 ml/min. Perfusion rate was controlled with
a gravity flow system (VC66; Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT), and
perfusate temperature was maintained at 30°C using a heated stage and
an in-line heating system (PH1, SHM-6, TC344B; Warner Instruments).
Drugs were delivered with a rapid-switching local perfusion system.
Firmly attached, refractile cells were identified as regions of interest in the
software (Simple PCI, C-Imaging; Compix Imaging Systems, Sewickley,
PA). All fields were first tested with brief application of 50 mM K � (high
K �), and Ca 2� transients were imaged to standardize pipette placement
and to ensure that cells were healthy and responsive. Responses were
measured as the ratio of absorbance at 340 nm to that obtained at 380 nm
(�F340/380) [DG4 (Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA); Retiga 1300
(Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada)]; peak responses were �0.1 �F340/

380 and were easily distinguished from optical noise (�0.02 �F340/380).
Cells not responsive to high K � application were not analyzed further. In
the standard protocol, cells were first tested with two to three presenta-
tions of capsaicin (1 �M) at 10 min intervals. Concentrations of 10 nM to
2 �M capsaicin were tested. Capsaicin at 1 �M elicited responses �0.1
�F340/380 from the maximal number of cells and could be applied repeat-
edly without significant loss in the number of responding cells over three
applications. However, response magnitudes decreased with each subse-
quent agonist presentation. This does not reflect fatigue of Ca 2�-
handling machinery because the magnitude of high K �-induced Ca 2�

transients did not decrease when elicited over the same time course. In
this study, capsaicin response data were obtained before and after a 7 min
perfusion of growth factor (NGF, GDNF, artemin, or neurturin). Ca 2�

response peak and area data are presented as the ratio of post-growth
factor capsaicin responses to naive capsaicin responses in individual cells
(�Fpeak, �Farea). Response areas were calculated using Microsoft (Seattle,

WA) Excel for suprathreshold responses (peak response �0.1 �F340/380)
as a measure of total Ca 2� influx. The portion of the calcium response
that was used for this measurement included the entire curve from the
initiation of the response until the point at which the calcium signal
returned to the prestimulus baseline. Typically, this occurred in �90 s
because the dosage and duration of the capsaicin application was chosen
to produce a brief response. Any response lasting longer than 90 s was
removed for the analysis.

Mean � SEM data are ratios from all capsaicin-responsive neurons
exposed to a given growth factor. Responses were allowed to recover to
determine the time course of growth factor action on TRPV1. Capsaicin
responses were evaluated after several growth factor concentrations to
generate a dose–response curve. Additional experiments used the lowest
effective dose to minimize concerns regarding nonspecific effects.
Growth factors were also tested sequentially to determine the extent to
which capsaicin responses are modulated by multiple trophic factors.
Capsaicin at 10 mM (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone
was used as a stock solution; 1.0 �M capsaicin was made fresh daily in
HBSS. NGF (Harlan, Indianapolis, IN), artemin (R & D Systems, Min-
neapolis, MN), neurturin (R & D Systems), and GDNF (Calbiochem, La
Jolla, CA) were aliquoted at 10 �g/ml in HBSS, stored at �20°C, and
diluted in HBSS immediately before use. Growth factor concentrations
in the text are given in nanograms per milliliter; these factors have similar
molecular weights (in kDa: 26 NGF, 24 artemin, 23 neurturin, and 30
GDNF). However, it is worth noting that, because GDNF weighs slightly
more than NGF, neurturin, or artemin, the molar concentration of
GDNF is slightly less than the other growth factors at the same nano-
grams per milliliter dose.

Labeling cutaneous afferents. Detailed methods have been reported
previously (Christianson et al., 2006). In brief, mice were deeply anesthe-
tized using 5% halothane, and saphenous nerves were exposed on both
sides at the midthigh level. To prevent leakage of the tracer to surround-
ing tissues, Parafilm (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) was inserted un-
der the nerve before injection of �10 �l Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated
wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) (2% in sterile saline; Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA) into the saphenous nerve. A picospritzer was used to inject tracer
into the nerve; injection was visually confirmed and �50 �l gelatin (10%
in 0.1 M phosphate buffer) was applied after the injections to seal the
nerves. The wounds were sutured, the animals were allowed to recover
for 3 d, and neuronal cultures were prepared from L2, L3, and L4 DRGs.
Labeled cells were identified in culture before imaging. Very few (�1%)
back-labeled neurons were detected in culture when dye was spritzed
onto the outside of the nerve, suggesting that leakage effects were
minimal.

Complete Freund’s adjuvant inflammation. Detailed methods for this
procedure have been reported previously (Zwick et al., 2003). Briefly, 20
mice were anesthetized with isoflurane, and 20 �l of complete Freund’s
adjuvant (CFA) emulsion was injected into the plantar surface of both
hindpaws. Paws were measured for edema with a caliper micrometer; all
mice showed substantial edema after CFA injection. At each survival time
point (naive baseline and 1, 3, 7, and 14 d after CFA injection), five adult
male mice were given an overdose of Avertin anesthetic and perfused
transcardially with 25 ml of ice-cold 4° Ca 2�/Mg 2�-free HBSS. Paw skin
and L3–L5 DRGs were collected on dry ice and immediately processed
for RNA isolation.

RNA isolation. Tissue from each animal was processed separately. RNA
was isolated by homogenizing frozen tissue in 2 ml of Trizol reagent
(Invitrogen), followed by isopropanol precipitation. Pellets were washed
with 70% ethanol and suspended in RNase-free water, and the concen-
tration was determined using a GeneQuant RNA/DNA calculator (Am-
ersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ). RNA (5 �g) was treated with DNase
(Invitrogen) to remove genomic DNA, and then 1 �g was reverse-
transcribed using Superscript II reverse transcriptase (RT) (Invitrogen).

Radioactive RT-PCR. RT-PCR reactions were done in the presence of
32P-dCTP, and aliquots of the reaction run on 8% polyacrylamide gels in
Tris borate EDTA buffer. Gels were dried and placed against a Phospho-
rImager screen, and the relative level of incorporated label was deter-
mined using a Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA) PhosphorImager. The cycle num-
ber was optimized for each set of primers by first running PCR reactions
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at different cycle numbers to establish the midphase of the reaction.
Values were normalized to glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
(GAPDH). Primer sets were generated using Macvector software (Accel-
rys, San Diego, CA). Routine control reactions included PCR reactions
on DNased RNA (without RT) and reactions run without templates to
test for contamination. Primer sequences included the following (5� and
3�, respectively): NGF, tccaatcctgttgagagtgg and caggctgtgtctatgcggat; ar-
temin, ctcagtctcctcagcccg and tccacggtcctccaggtg; GDNF, aaggtcacca-
gataaacaagcgg and tcacaggagccgctgcaatatc; neurturin, ggatgtgccag-
gagggtctg and caggtcgtagatgcggatgg; and GAPDH, atgtgtccgtcgtggatctga
and gctgttgaagtcgcaggagaca.

Real-time PCR. Real-time PCR was used as described previously (Mol-
liver et al., 2005) to determine the extent of expression of growth factor
receptors in sensory neurons after CFA-induced inflammation. Primers
optimized for real-time PCR were designed using Oligo software (Mo-
lecular Biology Insights, Cascade, CO). SYBR Green PCR amplification
was performed using an Applied Biosystems (Foster City, CA) 5700 real-
time thermal cycler. After amplification, a dissociation curve was plotted
against melting temperature to ensure amplification of a single product.
All samples were run in triplicate, and control reactions were run without
template and with the reverse-transcriptase control reaction products as
negative controls with every amplification run. The relative fluorescence
of SYBR Green bound to double-stranded DNA was compared with a
passive reference for each cycle. Threshold cycle (Ct) values, the cycle
number in which SYBR Green fluorescence rises above background, were
recorded as a measure of initial template concentration. Relative fold
changes in RNA levels were calculated by the ��Ct method using
GAPDH as a reference standard: Ct values from triplicate samples were
averaged and then subtracted from the reference standard, yielding �Ct.
The difference between the �Ct of the different genes or of the experi-
mental and control groups were then calculated (��Ct). The relative fold
change was determined as 2 ���Ct. Statistical significance was deter-
mined by ANOVA. Primer sequences were as follows (5� and 3�, respec-
tively): TrkA, agagtggcctccgctttgt and cgcattggaggacagattca; GFR�1,
gtgtgcacatggtgtggactag and ttcagtggttcagacccacttg; GFR�2, gagaggcgg-
gaggtcacag and tgacggagggtgaggagttct; GFR�3, agattcattttccagggtttgc
and cttggtgactacgagttggatgtc; Ret, gcgaagcctgggtctgtct and tgagtgcac-
caagcttcagta; TRPV1, cccattgtgcagattgagcat and ttcctgcagaagagcaagaagc;
and GAPDH, atgcctgcttcaccaccttctt and atgtgtccgtcgtggatctga.

Immunohistochemistry. Mice were given an overdose of Avertin anes-
thetic and killed by transcardial perfusion with 4°C saline. DRGs were
dissected and embedded in OCT mounting medium on dry ice. Sections
were cut at 12 �m (DRG) or 30 �m (skin) on a cryostat, collected on
Superfrost microscope slides, and then kept at �20°C until used. Slides
were thawed, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min, and then placed
in blocking solution (2% normal horse serum and 0.2% Triton X-100 in
PBS, pH 7.4) for 60 min. Sections were then incubated in primary anti-
bodies diluted in blocking solution overnight at room temperature. The
following antibodies were used: rabbit anti-TRPV1 at 1:500 (Calbio-
chem), goat anti-GFR�1 and goat anti-GFR�2 at 1:500, and goat anti-
GFR�3 at 1:100 (R & D Systems). Antibodies were visualized with don-
key anti-rabbit or donkey anti-goat secondary antibodies conjugated to
cyanine 3 or 2 (Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA), diluted
1:500 and applied for 60 min. Slides were coverslipped in Slow-Fade
(Invitrogen) and photographed under epifluorescence with a Retiga dig-
ital camera. Images were captured using Capture Q software on an Apple
Computers (Cupertino, CA) Macintosh G5 and processed for brightness,
contrast, and color using Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Systems, San Jose,
CA).

The extent of colocalization between TRPV1 and either GFR�2 or
GFR�3 was calculated in L4 DRG from three mice using systematic ran-
dom sampling (Pakkenberg and Gundersen, 1988). Six evenly spaced
sections (every nth section, where n 	 total number of sections/six) were
chosen, starting with a randomly chosen section between 1 and n. Cellu-
lar profiles containing robust immunoreactivity with a clearly defined
nucleus were considered positive. Images taken with one wavelength of
fluorescence were scored and then overlaid with images of the other
wavelength, and then single- and double-labeled cells were counted.

Behavior: thermal sensitivity (Hargreaves test). Adult male mice (10 per

condition) were placed in individual Plexiglas chambers on a glass plate
maintained at 30°C and allowed to acclimate for 90 min before testing.
This was repeated for 3 d before actual testing began. Response latencies
to noxious thermal stimulation were measured by applying a radiant heat
stimulus (15% intensity on the Hargreaves apparatus; IITC, Woodland
Hills, CA) to each hindpaw. The heat source was activated with an electric
trigger coupled to a timer, and the latency to stimulus response (flinching
or lifting the paw) was recorded to the nearest 0.1 s. Mice were tested
three times, and the responses for each paw were averaged. Mice were
then given an injection of saline or growth factor in one paw under light
isofluorane anesthesia (mice recovered within 20 s), and thermal re-
sponses were tested at 30 min, 60 min, 4 h, and 24 h after injection. The
experimenter conducting the behavioral testing was blind to which paw
was injected. Previous studies demonstrated that intraplantar injection
of 250 ng of NGF produces robust thermal hyperalgesia (Woolf et al.,
1994; Andreev et al., 1995). Because our in vitro dose–response curve
suggested that GFLs may be more potent than NGF in sensitizing pri-
mary afferents in vivo, we initially tested 200 ng of growth factor, slightly
below published concentrations for NGF-induced sensitization. This
concentration produced robust hyperalgesia for all growth factors and
therefore was used for our studies.

Results
Neurturin and artemin receptors colocalize with TRPV1 in
some DRG neurons
Initial experiments in this study were based on previous work
demonstrating that acute NGF application potentiates TRPV1
responses in sensory neurons (Shu and Mendell, 1999a, 2001;
Zhu et al., 2004). Widespread expression of TrkA in TRPV1-
expressing neurons (Michael and Priestley, 1999; Orozco et al.,
2001) provides a mechanism for the modulation of TRPV1 by
NGF. Extensive colocalization of immunoreactivity for TRPV1
and GFR�3 in both rat and mouse DRG neurons has also been
described previously (Orozco et al., 2001). To probe coexpres-
sion of TRPV1 with GFR�1–GFR�3, double-labeling immuno-
histochemistry was performed in sections of lumbar DRG. Stain-
ing for the GDNF receptor GFR�1 was not adequate for
quantification and therefore was not pursued further (data not
shown). Examples of GFR�2 and GFR�3 staining are shown in
Figure 1; quantification is provided in Table 1. Whereas staining
for GFR�2 and TRPV1 were primarily nonoverlapping, a subset
of neurons (�22% of TRPV1-positive cells) were clearly positive
for both receptors; note the double-labeled cells in Figure 1 (ar-
rows). In contrast, the majority (�65%) of TRPV1-positive cells
coexpressed GFR�3 (Fig. 1; Table 1). These immunohistochem-
ical data support the hypothesis that subsets of the TRPV1-
expressing population of nociceptors are capable of responding
to artemin or neurturin in vivo. Because both the GFR�2 and
GFR�3 antibodies were generated in goat, we did not attempt to
determine the overlap between the expression of GFR�2 and
GFR�3. However, the functional studies described below suggest
that, among cells that express TRPV1, there is little coexpression
for GFR�1–GFR�3; a majority of cells respond to both NGF and
artemin, but only 10 and 5% respond to NGF and GDNF or
neurturin, respectively (see below), suggesting that coexpression
of GFR�1–GFR�3 occurs in a minority of TRPV1-expressing
cells.

Growth factor potentiation of capsaicin responses in
DRG neurons
The next experiments were designed to test the hypothesis that
GDNF family members modulate TRPV1 signaling. Ca 2� re-
sponses to 1 �M capsaicin were recorded in isolated sensory neu-
rons using fura-2 imaging before and after a 7 min exposure to
NGF, artemin, neurturin, or GDNF (each at 100 ng/ml). Capsa-
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icin at 1 �M administered at 10 min intervals elicited responses
that showed significant tachyphylaxis resulting from desensitiza-
tion of the TRPV1 channel (Table 2) (Shu and Mendell, 1999a).
NGF given during this 10 min interval maintained and, in some
cases, potentiated TRPV1 response magnitude (Table 2) (Shu
and Mendell, 1999a). Responses from representative cells are
shown in Figure 2. The percentage of capsaicin-sensitive neurons
potentiated by the indicated growth factors is given above the
records. Potentiation was defined as a response to subsequent
capsaicin applications greater in magnitude (peak or area) than
that elicited by the first capsaicin application. All four growth
factors significantly potentiated capsaicin-evoked Ca 2� tran-
sients in some neurons, although the magnitude and frequency of
potentiation varied. NGF and artemin each potentiated a major-
ity (�65%) of capsaicin responses, whereas neurturin- and
GDNF-responsive cells were less numerous (29 and 39%,
respectively).

The magnitude of capsaicin response potentiation also varied
with growth factor. Potentiation was calculated as the change in
peak (�Fpeak) and area under the curve (�Farea) of the capsaicin-
evoked Ca 2� transient elicited before and after growth factor
application. Fold change in area (�Farea) values for all capsaicin
responses after treatment with NGF, artemin, neurturin, GDNF,
or buffer (untreated) are shown in Figure 2B, and average data
are shown in Table 2. Capsaicin was applied up to five times at 10
min intervals to examine the time course of growth factor effects
on TRPV1. Tachyphylaxis was prominent in cells that received no
growth factor treatment (Fig. 2B, Untreated), whereas potentia-
tion was often evident for multiple capsaicin applications after

growth factor treatment (Fig. 2A). The
largest response for each neuron was used
to calculate potentiation (Fig. 2B). NGF
potentiated 68% of all capsaicin respond-
ers; the mean maximal potentiation was a
2.03 � 0.23-fold increase in area (�Farea)
over the initial capsaicin response. An al-
most identical percentage of neurons ex-
hibited potentiation in response to arte-
min (66 � 7%), but the magnitude of
potentiation elicited by artemin (2.93 �
0.41) was significantly ( p � 0.05) greater
than that elicited by NGF (Table 2). It is
not surprising that both NGF and artemin
potentiate a majority of capsaicin-
responsive neurons because the NGF
receptor TrkA and the artemin receptor
GFR�3 are extensively coexpressed with
each other (80% of GFR�3-immuno-
reactive neurons are positive for TrkA)
and with TRPV1 (Michael and Priestley,
1999; Orozco et al., 2001). Neurturin and
GDNF potentiated capsaicin responses in
fewer neurons (29 and 39%, respectively)
than either NGF or artemin. However, in-

creases in capsaicin response magnitude induced by neurturin or
GDNF (1.89 � 0.52-fold and 1.65 � 0.7-fold, respectively) were
significant ( p � 0.001 vs untreated), although not different in
magnitude from that induced by NGF.

The mean fold increases in TRPV1 response include all cap-
saicin responders, both potentiated and unaffected, in the popu-
lation. As a result, neurturin and GDNF appear to have less effect
than NGF or artemin because of population sampling. When the
analysis is restricted to potentiated cells, artemin, neurturin, and
GDNF sensitize capsaicin responses significantly ( p � 0.05)
more than NGF (fold increases: NGF, 2.49 � 0.27; artemin,
4.21 � 0.55; neurturin, 4.19 � 1.3; and GDNF, 4.13 � 0.93).
These data suggest a significant modulatory role for GDNF family
members in sensory neurons and demonstrate that artemin is the
most efficacious of the growth factors tested to sensitize TRPV1.

In addition to potentiating capsaicin responses, all of the
growth factors tested also caused some neurons that were previ-
ously unresponsive to capsaicin (�F340/380 � 0.05) to display ro-
bust capsaicin-evoked Ca 2� transients. NGF increased the num-
ber of capsaicin-sensitive cells by 46 � 15%, artemin by 32 � 8%,
neurturin by 29 � 19%, and GDNF by 21 � 9%. Note that initial
(nonpotentiated) capsaicin responses in some of these cells may
be below the detection threshold for Ca 2� imaging. However, we
report that �50% of small cells are capsaicin sensitive (47 � 2%;
n 	 63 mice); similar percentages have been reported previously
using electrophysiology (Stucky and Lewin, 1999), suggesting
that most capsaicin responses are reliably detected using Ca 2�

imaging. However, data from these possibly recruited cells were
not averaged into the analysis of potentiation because no baseline
response was detectable.

Several controls ensure that the effects of acute growth factor
treatment on capsaicin responses reported here are specific to
TRPV1 and not a result of changes in intrinsic electrical or Ca 2�-
handling properties. Depolarization-induced Ca 2� transients are
highly reproducible in our system when elicited with the same
time course as capsaicin in this study. Therefore, we attribute the
amplitude reduction in later capsaicin responses to desensitiza-
tion of TRPV1 channels rather than fatigue of Ca 2�-handling

Figure 1. GFR�2 and GFR�3 colocalize with TRPV1. Images show immunohistochemical staining for GFR�2 or GFR�3 (red)
with TRPV1 (green) in sections of mouse L4 DRG. A, TRPV1 labeled small- and medium-sized neurons with a range of staining
intensity, as widely described in the literature. Staining for GFR�2 was intense in axons and neuronal cell bodies of small and
medium size. Only a minority of TRPV1-positive neurons was also GFR�2 positive. Arrows in the merged panel indicate double-
labeled neurons. B, GFR�3 stained cell bodies and axons of a subset of small neurons. In contrast to GFR�2 staining, most
GFR�3-positive neurons also expressed TRPV1 (see arrows in merged panels). Scale bar, 50 �m. Quantification of staining is
provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Extensive overlap occurs between GFR�2, GFR�3, and TRPV1

% TRPV1 that are GFR�2� 22.3 � 1.1%
% TRPV1 that are GFR�3� 67.1 � 0.6%a

% GFR�2 that are TRPV1� 18.2 � 1%
% GFR�3 that are TRPV1� 94.3 � 0.9%a

Data are mean � SD of the percentage of neurons immunoreactive for TRPV1 and GFR�2 or GFR�3 in sections of L4
DRG (n 	 3 mice, 6 sections per ganglion)
aC. Elitt, unpublished observations.
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processes. Importantly, responses to 50 mM

K� and 100 �M ATP (a purinergic P2X/P2Y
receptor agonist) before and after growth
factor treatment were compared. We did
not find any significant changes in K� or
ATP responses after growth factor treat-
ment (n 	 30 cells), suggesting that acute
application of NGF, artemin, neurturin, or
GDNF does not significantly affect intracel-
lular Ca 2�-handling properties in sensory
neurons. Also, depolarization-induced
Ca 2� transients were routinely elicited dur-
ing and after capsaicin potentiation trials
and were not altered in shape or magnitude
in the course of the experiment. In addition,
no capsaicin responses were observed in
DRG neurons isolated from TRPV1 knock-
out mice before or after treatment with any of the growth factors
tested in this study (NGF, artemin, neurturin, and GDNF; n 	 62
cells). Therefore, the growth factor responses reported in this
study are presumed to be specific to the TRPV1 channel.

The time course of potentiation varies with growth factor
As shown in Figure 3, the time course of potentiation of capsaicin
responses was growth factor dependent. Capsaicin responses elic-
ited at 10 min intervals after growth factor treatment were com-
pared with those obtained before growth factor exposure in the
same cells. The subsets of cells responsive to each growth factor
were analyzed independently. Percentage of cells maximally po-
tentiated at each time point after growth factor treatment are
given in Figure 3A. Most cells exposed to NGF, artemin, and
GDNF showed maximal potentiation 10 min after addition of
growth factor (Fig. 3A). In contrast, most (�70%) neurturin-

responsive cells were not maximally potentiated until the second
capsaicin application, 20 min after growth factor treatment was
initiated. Neurturin- and GDNF-induced potentiation subsided
30 min after growth factor treatment, but some cells responsive to
artemin or NGF were maximally potentiated at this late time
point.

The magnitude of capsaicin response potentiation for each
growth factor as a function of time was also investigated (Fig. 3B).
The effects of artemin and GDNF are more transient than those
of NGF: NGF-induced potentiation was relatively constant over
30 min in affected cells, whereas artemin- and GDNF-induced
potentiations peaked at 10 min and then declined over the next 20
min. In contrast, the magnitude of the neurturin-induced poten-
tiation peaked at 20 min, when the highest percentage of neurturin-
responsive cells were at maximal potentiation (Fig. 3A). Thus, each
of the four growth factors examined (NGF, artemin, neurturin, and
GDNF) potentiates TRPV1 with slightly different amplitude and
time course profiles.

GDNF family members are more effective modulators of
TRPV1 than NGF
Dose–response experiments were performed to compare the rel-
ative potency of NGF, artemin, neurturin, and GDNF in the po-
tentiation of TRPV1. The maximal concentration for each
growth factor in this series of experiments was 100 ng/ml; higher

Figure 2. Acute potentiation of TRPV1 by growth factors. A, Ca 2� influx after 1 �M capsaicin
(Cap) treatment before and after 7 min perfusion of NGF, GDNF, artemin (ART), or neurturin
(NTN) (all at 100 ng/ml) was examined in isolated DRG sensory neurons. Each coverslip received
a single growth factor perfusion. Growth factor treatment increased capsaicin responses (both
peak and area measurements) in many cells (see Table 1); percentage of capsaicin responders
potentiated is given above each record. The red bar indicates capsaicin application. B, Fold
change in capsaicin response area (�Farea) measurements for each cell after treatment with
NGF, artemin, neurturin, GDNF, or buffer (Untreated).

Figure 3. Time course of TRPV1 potentiation varies with growth factor. Capsaicin-induced
Ca 2� influx was recorded before and 10, 20, and 30 min after 7 min perfusion of growth factors
(GF) on isolated DRG neurons. Potentiation of capsaicin-evoked Ca 2� transients by growth
factors are presented as the percentage of cells at each time point at peak potentiation (A) and
the percentage magnitude of potentiation at each time point (B). The greatest effects of NGF,
artemin (ART), and GDNF on TRPV1 occur at 10 min, whereas the action of neurturin (NTN) on
TRPV1 is more delayed. Interestingly, although the magnitude of the potentiation by NGF (in
potentiated cells) remains relatively constant over 20 min, the percentage of neurons affected
decreases substantially over this time period.

Table 2. Frequency and magnitude of capsaicin responses are potentiated by growth factors in sensory
neurons

Growth factor (n cells)

% Cap
responders
potentiated �Fpeak (all) �Farea (all) �Fpeak (pot) �Farea (pot)

— (96 cells) 0% 0.62 � 0.03 0.40 � 0.03
NGF (107 cells) 68 � 8% 1.45 � 0.24* 2.03 � 0.23* 2.08 � 0.25* 2.49 � 0.27*
Artemin (99 cells) 66 � 7% 2.24 � 0.37* 2.93 � 0.41*,** 3.01 � 0.53*,** 4.21 � 0.55*,**
Neurturin (50 cells) 29 � 19% 0.91 � 0.11* 1.89 � 0.52* 2.67 � 0.39*,** 4.19 � 1.3*,**
GDNF (55 cells) 39 � 13% 1.98 � 0.42* 1.65 � 0.7* 2.75 � 0.7* 4.13 � 0.93*,**

Magnitudes (peak and area) of Ca2� transients elicited by brief (2 s) application of 1 �M capsaicin to isolated DRG neurons were measured. Data presented
are the mean � SEM ratio of values obtained before and after growth factor treatment in all capsaicin responders tested 
�F(all)� and in the subset of
responsive neurons potentiated by the given growth factor 
�F(pot)�; n � 6 mice for each growth factor. Representative records are shown in Figure 2.
Potentiation was never seen without growth factor addition. All growth factors potentiated capsaicin responses in subsets of neurons; however, the
frequency and magnitude of potentiation varied. Artemin and NGF potentiated capsaicin responses in the majority of cells (�60%), whereas GDNF- and
neurturin-induced potentiation was more rare. When potentiation was observed, the magnitudes of artemin-, neurturin- and GDNF-induced potentiation
were significantly (p � 0.05) greater than NGF-induced potentiation. *p � 0.001 versus untreated; **p � 0.05 versus NGF treated
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concentrations (200 – 400 ng/ml) did not elicit greater potentia-
tion or identify additional responsive cells (NGF, artemin, neur-
turin, and GDNF each tested singly, n 	 15 each; data not
shown). Growth factors were tested singly on individual

capsaicin-responsive cells, first at low (0.1,
1.0, or 10 ng/ml) and then high (100 ng/
ml) concentrations (Fig. 4A). Note that
NGF robustly potentiated capsaicin re-
sponses at 100 ng/ml but not at 1 ng/ml,
whereas artemin, neurturin, and GDNF all
caused significant potentiation of capsa-
icin at 1 ng/ml. Also, potentiation was dose
dependent: magnitude increased with in-
creasing growth factor concentration. The
proportion of cells responding to 100
ng/ml of a given growth factor that also
responded to each of the low concentra-
tions is shown in Figure 4B. At 0.1 ng/ml,
NGF did not potentiate capsaicin re-
sponses in any cells, but artemin, neur-
turin, and GDNF all potentiated many
cells at this concentration (percentage re-
sponders potentiated: artemin, 60 � 6;
neurturin, 38 � 13; and GDNF, 35 � 15).
Even at 10 ng/ml, GDNF family members
were more broadly effective than NGF and
potentiated most responsive cells (�80%
in each case), whereas NGF affected only
46% of responsive neurons. In addition,
the magnitude of potentiation seen at the
“low” growth factor concentration was

compared with that obtained with the maximal concentration in
the same cell (Fig. 4C). Whereas artemin, neurturin, and GDNF
all elicited significant potentiation at the lowest dose tested (0.1
ng/ml), NGF was ineffective at this dose (percentage max �Farea:
NGF, 0; artemin, 47 � 14; neurturin, 27 � 9; and GDNF, 22 �
15). These data demonstrate that artemin, neurturin, and GDNF
are �10 –100 times more potent than NGF in the potentiation of
capsaicin responses in sensory neurons.

Artemin and NGF modulate TRPV1 in the same subset of
sensory neurons
To examine the distribution of growth factor responsiveness,
cells were tested with pairs of growth factors presented sequen-
tially. Additional capsaicin presentations were given in these
studies to ensure return of the capsaicin response to baseline
before application of the second growth factor. Results of such an
experiment are shown in Figure 5A; tabulated data from all cells
are given in Figure 5B. In initial experiments, NGF was paired
with each of the GDNF family members. All growth factors were
given at maximal effective concentrations (100 ng/ml). Most cells
(63%) potentiated by NGF were also potentiated by artemin.
NGF/GDNF or NGF/neurturin overlap was rarely detected (10
and 5%, respectively), but there was great overlap in GDNF- and
neurturin-responsive subsets of cells (80% of neurturin-
responsive cells were also GDNF sensitive) (Fig. 5C, Venn dia-
gram). Surprisingly, the magnitudes of TRPV1 potentiation in-
duced by artemin, NGF, neurturin, and GDNF were not
correlated (Fig. 5D). These data define at least two subsets of
TRPV1-positive sensory neurons: a major population responsive
to NGF and artemin, presumably coexpressing TrkA and GFR�3,
and a minor population responsive to neurturin and GDNF, pre-
sumably expressing GFR�1 and/or GFR�2.

Strikingly, cells responsive to both artemin and NGF showed
significantly ( p � 0.05) greater potentiation by artemin than by
NGF (�Farea: artemin, 3.78 � 0.71; NGF, 2.09 � 0.27) (Table 2).
This effect was independent of the order of growth factor appli-

Figure 5. Growth factors affect overlapping subsets of capsaicin-responsive neurons.
Growth factors were given serially to investigate the action(s) of multiple growth factors in a
single cell. Capsaicin-induced Ca 2� influx was recorded before and 10 min after perfusion of
artemin (ART), neurturin (NTN), or GDNF (each at 100 ng/ml) on isolated DRG neurons. Cells
were allowed to recover for 30 min and tested for NGF-induced potentiation of capsaicin re-
sponses. Capsaicin responses obtained from a dually potentiated cell are shown in A. Percent-
age of overlap in NGF/artemin, NGF/GDNF, and NGF/neurturin responses are shown in B. There
is substantial overlap in the actions of NGF and artemin, as predicted by the overlap in their
receptor expression. However, the overlap between NGF and neurturin or GDNF is low, suggest-
ing that these growth factors act on distinct subsets of neurons (B). These data are graphed as a
Venn diagram in C. Neurturin and GDNF populations are graphed together because they showed
similar overlap with NGF. D, �Farea of capsaicin responses after NGF application is graphed
versus �Farea after artemin, neurturin, or GDNF application in the same cell. Potentiation mag-
nitudes were not correlated for these growth factor pairs.

Figure 4. GDNF family members are more potent than NGF in TRPV1 potentiation. Capsaicin-evoked Ca 2� influx was recorded
before and 10 min after perfusion of growth factors on isolated DRG neurons. Each growth factor concentration (0.1, 1, 10, and 100
ng/ml) was tested on individual coverslips, cells were allowed to recover for 30 min, and maximal doses of each growth factor were
given to identify all potential responders in the field and to determine maximal potentiation magnitude for each responsive cell.
Representative traces are shown in A. Note that the magnitude of potentiation increases with increasing growth factor concen-
tration (A, C), as does the number of cells potentiated (B). Although all four factors potentiated capsaicin-evoked responses, all
GDNF family members were substantially more potent than NGF. ART, Artemin; NTN, neurturin.
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cation, suggesting that, in the same sensory neurons, artemin is
more effective than NGF to potentiate TRPV1.

GDNF family members potentiate in the presence of
maximal NGF
Most sensory neurons examined responded to more than one
growth factor. To examine the simultaneous effects of multiple

growth factors on TRPV1, capsaicin responses were recorded
before and after NGF exposure. Cells were allowed to return to
baseline and then perfused with all four growth factors (each at
100 ng/ml; Mix), and capsaicin responses were recorded again in
the same cells. Representative records are shown in Figure 6, A
and B; capsaicin response potentiations (fold change) in all cells
are shown in Figure 6C. Ninety-eight percent of capsaicin-
responsive cells were sensitized by the growth factor mix, suggest-
ing that virtually all TRPV1-expressing neurons respond to at
least one growth factor. Twenty-four percent of capsaicin re-
sponders were potentiated by GDNF family members but not by
NGF alone (Fig. 6B); these likely correspond to GDNF/
neurturin-sensitive neurons. As seen above, �70% of capsaicin
responders were potentiated by NGF (Fig. 6A). Interestingly,
perfusion with a combination of NGF, artemin, neurturin, and
GDNF (Mix) induced significantly ( p � 0.005) greater potenti-
ation in these cells than NGF alone (Fig. 6A, inset table, C). In
NGF-responsive cells, the ratio of Mix- to NGF-induced poten-
tiation (�Farea in the same cells) is 7.74 � 2.75-fold.

Similar results were obtained in experiments comparing NGF
with NGF and artemin (NGF/artemin) treatment in the same
cells. Simultaneous presentation of NGF and artemin (each at
100 ng/ml) induced significantly ( p � 0.02) greater potentiation
of TRPV1 than NGF alone (�Farea: NGF, 1.83 � 0.49; NGF/
artemin, 5.16 � 0.4; n 	 15 cells). The average ratio of NGF/
artemin-induced to NGF-induced potentiation (in the same
cells) was 5.70 � 2.38, indicating that the combined action of
NGF and artemin is greater than that of NGF alone. Importantly,
the frequency and the magnitude of potentiation of capsaicin
responses when NGF, artemin, neurturin, or GDNF were pre-
sented alone at 400 ng/ml was not greater than when these growth
factors were presented at 100 ng/ml as part of the growth factor
mix. Therefore, increasing the amount of a single growth factor
does not produce the level of potentiation seen with presentation
of a combination of growth factors.

Artemin potentiation in identified cutaneous afferents
Immunohistochemical staining for TRPV1 labels many periph-
eral sensory axons in mouse epidermis, a tissue that expresses
both NGF and GDNF family members (Snider, 1994; Fundin et
al., 1999; Golden et al., 1999). To determine whether artemin acts
on cutaneous sensory afferents, double-labeling experiments
were performed in mouse hindpaw skin. Representative sections
are shown in Figure 7A. Coexpression of TRPV1 and GFR�3 was
detected in most, but not all, TRPV1-positive cutaneous afferent

fibers (Fig. 7A, arrows), suggesting that ar-
temin as well as NGF may potentiate cuta-
neous TRPV1-positive nociceptors. To
test this hypothesis, the saphenous nerve
(a purely cutaneous nerve of the thigh) was
injected with fluorescently labeled WGA
488. The label was readily visible in iso-
lated neurons under epifluorescence, and
capsaicin responses were imaged in these
retrogradely labeled cutaneous afferents
before and after artemin treatment (see ex-
ample in Fig. 7B, arrow; capsaicin re-
sponses obtained from this cell are shown
in C). Artemin robustly potentiated capsa-
icin responses in 86% of capsaicin-
responsive cutaneous afferents (n 	 15
capsaicin-responsive cells, 4 mice). These

Figure 6. GDNF family members potentiate in the presence of maximal NGF. Potentiation of
capsaicin responses by NGF alone and by combined NGF, artemin, neurturin, and GDNF (each at
100 ng/ml; Mix) were examined in single cells to determine whether GDNF family members
provide additional sensitization of TRPV1 in the presence of maximal doses of NGF. NGF was
given for 7 min, capsaicin responses were examined for 30 min (at 10 min intervals), the growth
factor mix was given for 7 min, and capsaicin responses were examined for another 30 min.
Representative traces are shown in A and B. A, Most capsaicin responses (74%) are potentiated
by both NGF and GDNF family members. B, Some cells (24%) were not responsive to NGF but
were potentiated by GDNF family members. C, �Farea values for all capsaicin responses in this
experiment after initial tachyphylaxis (Untreated), NGF treatment, and treatment with all four
growth factors (Mix). In all cells examined, combined NGF and GDNF family members resulted in
greater potentiation of TRPV1 than was achieved with NGF alone. Notably, the effect of 400
ng/ml NGF was not greater than that of 100 ng/ml NGF (data not shown).

Table 3. Expression of growth factors and receptors is regulated during inflammation

Naive CFA day 1 CFA day 4 CFA day 7 CFA day 14

NGF 0.39 � 0.05 0.38 � 0.06 0.52 � 0.03 0.79 � 0.05** 0.68 � 0.07**
Artemin 0.10 � 0.03 1.08 � 0.05** 0.58 � 0.1** 0.20 � 0.02** 0.12 � 0.03
GDNF 0.41 � 0.07 0.15 � 0.02** 0.55 � 0.06 0.35 � 0.05 0.34 � 0.01
Neurturin 0.53 � 0.07 0.33 � 0.08* 0.46 � 0.06 1.00 � 0.20 0.39 � 0.04
TrkA 3.61 � 0.14 3.61 � 0.08 3.24 � 0.18 3.65 � 0.11 2.77 � 0.59
RET 3.16 � 0.15 3.47 � 0.07* 3.26 � 0.06 3.12 � 0.12 3.23 � 0.1
GFR�1 16.53 � 0.16 16.46 � 0.17 17.19 � 0.37 16.65 � 0.33 15.03 � 0.52*
GFR�2 4.35 � 0.17 3.78 � 0.03** 3.87 � 0.1* 4.07 � 0.11 4.09 � 0.09
GFR�3 4.32 � 0.1 4.55 � 0.11 4.58 � 0.11 3.87 � 0.15* 4.31 � 0.08
TRPV1 5.84 � 0.21 5.07 � 0.2* 5.24 � 0.13* 4.5 � 0.26** 4.67 � 0.13*

Mean�SEM intensity (relative to GAPDH for each sample) is given for products detected using 32P-labeled PCR on mRNA obtained from paw skin of naive and
CFA-inflamed mice (NGF, artemin, neurturin, and GDNF). All four growth factors were detected in naive skin, and expression of each was regulated during the
course of CFA-induced inflammation in skin, artemin most dramatically (Fig. 8A). Mean�SEM�Ct values (relative to GAPDH) are given for products detected
(TRPV1, GFR�1, GFR�2, GFR�3, Ret, and TrkA) using real-time PCR on mRNA obtained from L3–L5 DRG of naive and CFA-inflamed mice. All growth factor
receptors were detected in naive DRG. Expression of all receptors examined, except TrkA, was dynamically regulated during CFA-induced inflammation (Fig.
8B). *p � 0.05 and **p � 0.005 versus naive values each product.
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data suggest a prominent role for artemin in the modulation of
TRPV1 in cutaneous nociceptors.

Dynamic regulation of growth factor (and receptor)
expression during inflammation
One of the most compelling factors supporting a role for NGF in
inflammation is its upregulation after injury. Therefore, we ex-
amined the expression levels of NGF, artemin, neurturin, and
GDNF mRNA in footpad skin during CFA-induced inflamma-
tion. CFA injection causes thermal hyperalgesia with a consistent
time course that begins within 1 d and lasts for 7–10 d (Fairbanks
et al., 2000; Zwick et al., 2003). Expression data are shown in
Table 3 and Figure 8A: mRNA for all four growth factors is dy-
namically regulated during inflammation. NGF mRNA increased
linearly over the first 7 d to twofold over naive levels. NGF ex-
pression then remained constant for the next week. In contrast,
artemin increased 10-fold in the first 24 h and remained elevated
for 7 d. GDNF and neurturin expression decreased after CFA:
GDNF between days 1 and 4, and neurturin at day 1. However, by
day 7, neurturin mRNA had doubled and then returned to base-
line by day 14. Interestingly, the time course of artemin expres-
sion parallels the development of thermal hyperalgesia in inflam-
mation, suggesting that artemin may play a key modulatory role
in vivo.

We also examined the expression levels of the growth factor
receptors in L3–L5 DRG after CFA injection into the hindpaw.
Expression data are shown in Table 3 and Figure 8B. As reported
previously (Molliver et al., 2005), TRPV1 expression increased
2.5-fold during inflammation. Interestingly, GFR�3 and GFR�2
expression was also significantly increased in DRG neurons dur-
ing inflammation: GFR�3 at day 7 and GFR�2 at days 1 and 4.
However, Ret expression was unchanged during this time period.
These data further support a role for artemin- and neurturin-
induced thermal sensitization of cutaneous afferents during in-
flammation. TrkA and GFR�1 expression are only affected at day

14, indicating that changes in the expres-
sion of these receptors do not contribute
to the CFA-evoked hyperalgesia normally
seen in the first 2 weeks after injection.

Growth factors directly induce thermal
hypersensitivity in vivo
To investigate directly the role(s) of NGF,
artemin, neurturin, and GDNF in modu-
lating thermal thresholds in vivo, growth
factors were injected (0.2 �g/20 �l) into
the hindpaw, and latency to withdrawal
from a noxious thermal stimulus was mea-
sured. This concentration was chosen
based on previous studies of NGF-induced
behavioral thermal hyperalgesia (Amann
et al., 1995; Andreev et al., 1995; Bergmann
et al., 1998). Injection of growth factors
into the skin resulted in thermal hyperal-
gesia (Fig. 9). The time course of thermal
hypersensitivity induced by different
growth factors was distinct, and all effects
resolved in 24 h. Animals were observed
for the first 10 min after growth factor in-
jection of saline or growth factor; no no-
cifensive behaviors (guarding, lifting, and
biting of paw) were observed, suggesting
that growth factor injection is not directly

painful. At 30 min, 1 h, and 4 h after growth factor injection,
NGF, neurturin, and artemin all induced significant ( p � 0.01)
thermal hyperalgesia compared with naive and contralateral
thermal thresholds. GDNF effects took longer to develop:
GDNF-induced thermal hyperalgesia was not statistically signif-
icant until 1 h after injection. Surprisingly, combined injection of
NGF and artemin, both of which are upregulated in inflamed skin
(Fig. 8), resulted in significant ( p � 0.005) thermal hyperalgesia
lasting 6 d (6 d time point not shown). Also, NGF/artemin-
induced hyperalgesia was significantly ( p � 0.05) greater than
that induced by artemin or NGF alone at 4 h after injection. These
data suggest that potentiation of TRPV1 by multiple growth fac-
tor may play a critical role in modulating thermal sensitivity in
vivo during inflammation.

Discussion
Previous studies have shown that NGF acutely potentiates
TRPV1 function and suggest a role for this trophic factor in the
regulation of nociceptor sensitivity. Here, we provide several
complementary lines of evidence that members of the GDNF
family of trophic factors are also potent regulators of TRPV1
function and likely contribute to the sensitization of primary
afferents in vivo. Immunoreactivity for GFR�3 was highly colo-
calized with TRPV1 in situ; GFR�2 and TRPV1 overlap is less
dramatic but still substantial. All four trophic factors tested
(NGF, artemin, neurturin, and GDNF) potentiated capsaicin-
evoked TRPV1 signaling in isolated neurons and caused thermal
hyperalgesia when injected into the hindpaw. In addition, these
factors all potentiated capsaicin responses in a subset of previ-
ously unresponsive (at least at the resolution of our calcium im-
aging protocol) small-diameter neurons. Finally, artemin mRNA
(but not GDNF) was substantially upregulated during cutaneous
inflammation evoked by hindpaw injection of CFA, suggesting
that artemin in particular enhances TRPV1 signaling in response
to inflammatory injury. Strikingly, a single combined injection of

Figure 7. TRPV1 potentiation occurs in cutaneous afferents. A, Immunohistochemical staining for GFR�3 and TRPV1 in hind-
paw skin. GFR�3 staining identified numerous fibers entering the epidermis and was extensively colocalized with staining for
TRPV1. Scale bar, 50 �m. B, Cutaneous afferents were identified in vitro by injecting the retrograde tracer WGA 488 into the
saphenous nerve before dissociation of sensory neurons. The top panel is a phase-contrast image of dissociated sensory neurons;
the bottom panel is an epifluorescence image of the same field. Arrows indicate the WGA 488-labeled cutaneous afferent. C,
Capsaicin responses recorded from the retrogradely labeled cutaneous afferent in B; this response is representative of cutaneous
afferents examined in this study. Fold potentiation of the capsaicin response by artemin (100 ng/ml) is given above the trace.
Application of artemin substantially increased the magnitude of the capsaicin response in most capsaicin-responsive cutaneous
afferents (see Results).
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artemin and NGF produced hyperalgesia that lasted for 6 d, sug-
gesting that the combined elevation of artemin and NGF expres-
sion during inflammation evokes prolonged sensitization of pain
circuits.

In isolated neurons in vitro, the combined application of NGF
and artemin potentiated capsaicin responses fivefold more than
NGF alone. In the intact animal, robust activation of C-fiber
input to the spinal cord (which includes most TRPV1-expressing
afferents) produces lasting changes in the efficacy of nociceptive
signaling known as central sensitization (Ji and Woolf, 2001).
Thus, the long-lasting hypersensitivity seen in vivo after coinjec-
tion of NGF and artemin may be attributable to a combination of
peripheral and central changes. Indeed, inflammatory thermal
hyperalgesia does not occur in mice lacking TRPV1. However,
additional mechanisms are certainly involved. NGF can also lead
to the indirect sensitization of primary afferents through the ac-
tivation of immune cells (Lewin et al., 1994; Bennett et al., 1998;
Lambiase et al., 2004; Vargas-Leal et al., 2005). Furthermore,
both neurotrophins and GDNF family members activate tran-
scription in sensory neurons that may lead to lasting changes in

nociceptor sensitivity. The in vitro and in vivo data reported here
do support the conclusion that any traumatic insult resulting in a
combined increase in expression of NGF and artemin will have
profound effects on noxious thermal sensitivity. It will be intrigu-
ing to determine whether increased expression of both NGF and
artemin is required for inflammatory hyperalgesia.

We were surprised to find that a significant percentage of
capsaicin-sensitive neurons were modulated by GDNF and neur-
turin, because TRPV1 immunostaining is rare in mouse neurons
that bind isolectin B4 (IB4), often used as a marker of Ret-
expressing small neurons (Molliver and Snider, 1997; Zwick et
al., 2002; Woodbury et al., 2004). Several factors may account for
this. First, we found immunoreactivity for GFR�2 in 22% of
TRPV1-positive neurons. Second, functional assays such as Ca 2�

imaging are likely to be more sensitive than immunocytochemi-
cal detection of protein and therefore more cells may contain
functional TRPV1 or Ret than are clearly labeled by antibody
visualization (Breese et al., 2005). Finally, there has been substan-
tial variability in the reported population of neurons labeled by
IB4, leading to confusion as to the identity of these neurons when
comparing reports from different laboratories (Kashiba et al.,
2001).

Much attention has been given to possible functional differ-
ences between populations of nociceptors delineated by expres-
sion of either Ret or TrkA (Snider and McMahon, 1998). How-
ever, multiple laboratories have documented that 15–25% of Ret-
expressing neurons also express TrkA, and our results suggest
that the population of neurons expressing both receptors may be
particularly important in responding to injury-evoked changes in
their target tissues (Bennett et al., 1998; Kashiba et al., 1998).
These data support a functional model in which most TRPV1-
positive cells express both TrkA and GFR�3, whereas a less nu-
merous group of cells express TRPV1, GFR�1, and/or GFR�2. In
mice, GFR�3 is expressed primarily in TrkA-positive afferents

Figure 8. Growth factors are upregulated in the skin during inflammation. Time course and
magnitude of changes in growth factor mRNA levels in hindpaw skin during inflammation
evoked by injection of CFA and measured by 32P-labeled RT-PCR (A). The shaded box indicates
the period of thermal hyperalgesia recorded in a previous experiment (Zwick et al., 2003).
Artemin is most dramatically upregulated (10-fold) at day 1 after CFA injection; this immedi-
ately precedes the time period of greatest thermal hyperalgesia in CFA-induced inflammation
(1– 4 d). NGF was also upregulated, but at later time points (4, 7, and 15 d) and to a lesser
degree (2-fold) than artemin. Neurturin mRNA also doubled by day 7 after showing an initial
decrease at day 1. B, Expression levels of growth factor receptors and TRPV1 were measured
using real-time PCR in L3–L5 DRG during inflammation evoked by CFA injection. GFR�2, the
neurturin receptor, is upregulated during the first week of inflammation; GFR�3, the artemin
receptor, is upregulated at day 7, during the period of intense thermal hyperalgesia. Expression
of TrkA, the NGF receptor, and GFR�1 are not changed until day 14. *p � 0.05 versus naive.

Figure 9. Growth factors acutely potentiate heat responses in vivo. Latency to thermal no-
ciceptive response was measured in mice using the Hargreaves apparatus before and after
injection of 0.2 �g/20 �l growth factor (or saline control) into the glabrous skin of the hind-
paw. All growth factors tested [NGF, artemin (ART), neurturin (NTN), and GDNF] caused signif-
icant thermal hyperalgesia during the first 4 h; these effects of single growth factor injection
resolved by 24 h after injection. Injection of NGF plus artemin (0.2 �g of NGF/0.2 �g of arte-
min/20 �l of PBS) resulted in persistent thermal hyperalgesia lasting 6 d (last time point not
shown). These data suggest that GDNF family members, as well as NGF, directly potentiate
nociceptive thermal signaling in vivo. Additionally, the effects of growth factors on thermal
signaling are additive in vivo. *p � 0.05 versus saline control injection.
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(80%), and virtually all GFR�3 neurons express TRPV1 (Orozco
et al., 2001). These histological results are consistent with our
functional data that most neurons potentiated by artemin were
also potentiated by NGF. In contrast, GFR�1 and GFR�2 are
predominantly expressed in TrkA-negative neurons (Bennett et
al., 1998; Leitner et al., 1999; Zwick et al., 2002; Woodbury et al.,
2004), consistent with the low coincidence of NGF responsive-
ness with neurturin or GDNF responsiveness (5 and 10%, respec-
tively) reported here. These two types of TRPV1-expressing neu-
rons would presumably be differentially sensitive to responses of
the skin to injury.

NGF, via TrkA, has been shown to potentiate TRPV1 function
through phosphorylation of TRPV1 channels by serine/threo-
nine kinases PKC, PKA, and calcium/calmodulin-dependent ki-
nase II (Shu and Mendell, 2001; Bhave et al., 2002, 2003; Bon-
nington and McNaughton, 2003; Mohapatra and Nau, 2003;
Mandadi et al., 2004) and tyrosine kinase c-Src (Zhang et al.,
2005). In addition, TRPV1 is tonically inhibited by
phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2), and depletion of
PIP2 from the plasma membrane by phospholipase C� (PLC�)
after NGF treatment leads to increased TRPV1 activation (Pres-
cott and Julius, 2003; Liu et al., 2005). Although TrkA and Ret
activate overlapping signaling cascades, including Src and PLC�
(Prescott and Julius, 2003; Paveliev et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2005;
Zhang et al., 2005), we show here that artemin is more effective
than NGF at potentiating TRPV1 function. One potential differ-
ence is that GFR�1–GFR�3/Ret complexes are located in lipid
rafts within the plasma membrane and that this location is inte-
gral to Ret signaling, whereas TrkA signaling complexes do not
appear to be localized to these rafts (Tansey et al., 2000; Encinas et
al., 2001). However, the mechanism by which GDNF family
members potentiate TRPV1 remains to be established.

Although GDNF, neurturin, and artemin bind very similar
receptor complexes, the results of this study demonstrate that
these growth factors differentially potentiate TRPV1. The robust
potentiating effect of artemin on TRPV1 channels compared with
neurturin and GDNF may be partially explained by receptor ex-
pression: GFR�3 is a specific receptor for artemin (Baloh et al.,
1997; Jing et al., 1997; Klein et al., 1997; Sanicola et al., 1997;
Carmillo et al., 2005) and is more highly colocalized with TRPV1
than GFR�2 (this study; Orozco et al., 2001). It is surprising that
the frequency and time course of neurturin- and GDNF-induced
potentiations of TRPV1 are different, because GDNF and neur-
turin have been shown to signal via both GFR�1 and GFR�2 in
vitro (Baloh et al., 1997; Jing et al., 1997; Klein et al., 1997; Sani-
cola et al., 1997; Carmillo et al., 2005). However, a recent study
revealed significant functional differences in signaling of neur-
turin and GDNF through GFR�1/Ret receptor complexes in
vitro, suggesting that, although these growth factors both bind
GFR�1, they may activate distinct signaling pathways through
the same receptor (Lee et al., 2006). Additionally, Leitner et al.
(1999) reported evidence that crosstalk is actually limited or non-
existent in vivo. Our results support this more selective model of
action for GDNF and neurturin; pharmacologic experiments de-
signed to probe these pathways are planned.

Two other studies have examined the effect(s) of artemin in-
jections on nociceptive behaviors. Neither study reported behav-
ioral hyperalgesia after artemin injection, but there were signifi-
cant protocol differences between those studies and that reported
here. Species difference is a confounding factor, because both
published studies were conducted in rats. Gardell et al. (2003)
reported no change in thermal or mechanical paw sensitivity after
subcutaneous artemin injection in the rat (the site of injection

was not specified), but they did not test thermal hyperalgesia at
the site of artemin injection, as in the experiments reported here.
Perhaps the acute affects of artemin we observed represent local
action of artemin on nociceptors in the glabrous skin that was
directly tested in the Hargreaves apparatus. Also, Gardell et al.
(2003) used artemin concentrations that were 300 times greater
than that used in this study; this difference raises the possibility
that high artemin concentrations have other effects that mask the
hyperalgesic action reported here. However, in contrast to
Gardell et al. (2003), a similar study found that artemin injection
[either intraperitoneally (5 �m/kg) or intrathecally (10 �g/d)] in
rats did not block hyperalgesia produced by spinal nerve ligation
(Bolon et al., 2004). This suggests that, even in the same species,
the method of artemin application appears to dramatically alter
efficacy.

Our findings indicate that GDNF family members, and par-
ticularly artemin, are capable of modulating TRPV1 activity and
cause thermal hyperalgesia when injected into the skin. The pro-
longed hyperalgesia resulting from combined injection of arte-
min and NGF and our finding that artemin and NGF are upregu-
lated in the skin in response to inflammation suggest that these
two factors, acting in concert, may be particularly important in
the regulation of nociceptor responsiveness.
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